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Grant Brings Chess to Every Student in TN's Lenoir City
Schools
By: Christina Mullinax

In April of 2020,
ChessKid.com
announced a grant to
provide ChessKid
Gold accounts to
each student in the
winning schools
district. Lenoir City
Schools applied for
and was selected as a
recipient of the grant.
ChessKid.com boasts
a fully curated chess
curriculum, video
content and a Level Progression system that keeps kids hungry to learn and
motivated to keep improving and moving up. Levels start with Pawn, and
progress through Knight, Bishop, Rook, Queen, and finally King. Katie Swope,
Keith Pafunda, Christina Lambdin and I received training in the summer of
2020 and Lenoir City Elementary and Lenoir City Intermediate and Middle
School have been fully implementing this into their schedule since the
beginning of the 2020-2021 school year!

Since ChessKid.com
utilizes Classlink, our
Single-Sign-On
system, we can also
monitor general
student usage data
from this program.
Level progression
involves both passing
the lesson and
receiving enough
activity points, either
through puzzles or
games played to
move to the next level. Note, there are sub levels for each piece, namely 6
pawn, 3 knight, 3 bishop, 5 rook, 9 queen, and then up to 99 king levels now.
At this point, over 30 elementary and almost 50 middle school students have
achieved at least the knight level, of those 7 kids have reached the king level
and are working through those challenging levels, the highest being on King
20!

ChessKid has
certificates pre-made
for each level
progression (Knight King). Included in this
report you will see a
sample of this
certificate, slightly
modified for Lenoir
City. In addition to
this, matching buttons
for each level have
been designed and
purchased. Students
are keeping these in bookbags and other places. Even High School students
have shown great interest in these buttons. I hope this becomes a long
standing tradition of the Lenoir City Chess team. Currently, I am delivering
these to the Elementary and Middle School Thursday morning, where they
decide the best time to award to the students. Teachers and students have
both enjoyed this opportunity and we are actively pursuing grants and other
opportunities to continue this program.

Crigg Wins Big! A Game From Our Newest TN State
Chess Champion
By: Andrew Crigger

This was the most diﬃcult game of the event and by far the strongest player on
the chart. It was a tough battle, but time trouble and dynamic play helped me
scrape by.
"I'd rather be lucky than good" -Lefty Gomez 1930
This game was a little preparation. I don't care for the 3.f3 lines against the
Black setup with ...Nf6 and ...e6. The Nimzo is an opening this player is known
to play, but I figured Mr. Horobetz was highly booked up in main line. I had an
oﬀ line as well using Fritz to help prepare it before the tournament.
Andrew Crigger vs NM Graham Horobetz
November 21, 2020 TN Open
1. d4 Nf6
2. c4 e6
3. f3 Bb4! The most direct way to put a question to White's oﬀ beat line.
The main line of d5 is also very playable for Black but it sets up a slower,
more positional game. I feel Graham is playing to his style with a very
tactical mindset.

A move I tested with both Fritz and
Shredder for the last few months.
Although not a new line, it is very
rarely played as Nc3 is more
consistent to White's play against
the Nimzo.
4. Bd2?! a5 A surprise for me. I
expect Qe7 as that is what I had
prepared for the most. Both my data
bases and computers agreed Qe7
was the main move. Although
looking at the Nimzo Indian, a5 is
thematic so I should have expected
after 3. f3 Bb4+
this to some degree and dug into it
more deeply.
5. e4 (Nc3 was also a strong candidate move as White should be able to
achieve e4 regardless)
5....d6
6. a3?

after 6. a3

I give this move question marks
because looking at the position,
White's bishop on d2 still eyes e3 all
the way to h6 while Black's darksquared bishop is locked into only a
few squares. Forcing him to trade
his bad bishop for my good was not
optimal. Nc3 should have been
played at this point.
6.... Bxd2
7. Qxd2 e5!?
8. dxe5 dxe5
9. Qxd8 Kxd8 Although White is not
in any real concrete trouble yet, I
have already ventured down the

wrong road.

Black has more than enough solid
squares and active play while
White's pieces will struggle in full
development. Keeping queens on
the board was more than
reasonable.
10. Nc3 c6
11. 0-0-0 Kc7
12. Kc2 A mistake by White, and
now Black has a strong reply
limiting me the rest of the middle
game. Pawn b3 was a must be
played move to prevent a4 and
after 9. Qxd8 Kxd8
allow White to develop while
holding the d-file.
12... a4 The master shows his power. At this point, I felt a heavy sink in my
seat realizing my pieces are blocked behind poorly coordinated pawns while
Black has free development and more space including the possibility of a
quick active rook on the a-file.
13. g4?!

after. 13. g4

If you use a computer, it will not
recommend this move, but in a
short time control White needed
some type of counter play or
dynamic move to spice it up. I
want to prevent the N sneaking
into f4 as well as limit his h5 push
later. Any trade of pawns will open
files and with luck, free my pieces
a bit. The evaluation may drop a
bit from a computer stand point,
but from a human stand point it
has to be best.
13... Nbd7
14. h4 Nc5

15. Nge2 h5
16. g5 Ne8
Although my N on e2 is blocking my bishop and may be better placed on the
kingside, the idea is to prevent Black from coming into b3 or d3 permanently.
The drawback is Black can reposition to come to d4 instead which will leave
him better in the ending.

The good news with the moves
that have been played, I can finally
start freeing up pieces. Black still
has a strong hold, but White is
getting the dynamic play he needs
to stay in the fight.
17. Nc1 (eyeing d3 for a possible
trade)
17... Ne6! Hitting the weak d4
18. Bh3 This is a tricky move.
Black has Nd4 check, but after the
trades White survives and
activates some pieces. An
after 16. g5 Ne8
example is Nd4 19.Kb1 Nxf3?! 20.
Bxc8 Kxc8 (not Rxc8 because he
wants to play Ra5) the Rf1 simply picks up the f7 pawn in what is turning into a
cramped position for Black.
18.... Nd6
19. Bxe6 Bxe6
20. c5 Nc8

I had feared, but planned for 20...
Nc4 followed by Ra5 picking up
c5 and White has to play Nd3
with a very defensive position.
21. Rd2 Ra5
22. Nd3 Re8 I was unsure about
this move as I was very afraid of
the Ne7-g6-f4 with what
Kasparov called the octopus
controlling so many squares.
23. Kb1 I felt this was the best
move. Obviously, Rd1 Bb3! and
Nc1 protecting b3 leads to Rxc5.
after 20. c5 Nc8
The king must make safety and
White's pieces are tied to their
present positions except the rook
on h1, and I don't want to move it till I have a plan of action.
23.... Rd8
24. Kc1 Protecting the rook. Rh2 was an option as well but I still have hopes of
doubling down the road on any file I open.
24... f6?!

after 24. Kc1 f6

Finally, he gives me a little
breathing room. All White's pieces
are tied down, so trading and
opening files is not the best plan I
think. With this trade White can
activate the last piece with Rg1
and later Rg2 controlling the
kingside for the time being.
25. gxf6 gxf6
26. Rg1 Rg8
27. Rxg8 Bxg8
28. Rg2! Ne7 I had expected Bc4
with the idea of 28... Bc4 29. Rg7
Kd8 and at least = position but
dropping the c-pawn in the end
for the b-pawn.

29. Rg7 Kd7
30. Kd2 Ke8
31. Ke3?! (The computer's suggested f4 with a tactical idea of, if, exf4 White
plays e5!?)
31... Bf7
32. f4 exf4
33. Nxf4 Rxc5
34. Nxa4

My first breath of fresh air. This
was Mr. Horobetz and I meeting
for the first time since an ICC 30
minute game played more than
15 years ago. I had heard how
strong he was tactically and to
survive against someone so
strong was an honor. I finally felt
like I could at least draw this
game as White's pieces are finally
active and the position is
dynamically equal.
34... Rc2
35. Rg2 Rc1
after 34. Nxa4
36. Nd3 My idea here is simple.
Black can take the kingside fairly
easily, but with my king already in a central position and my knights poised to
strike the queenside I decided it was better to play active defense instead of
passive. Instead of locking all my pieces to my kingside pawns that are weak, I
will push for a queenside onslaught and try to pull Graham to defend himself
instead of slowly pushing White oﬀ the board with the passed h-pawn.
36.... Rh1
37. Rf2 Ng8
38. Rf4 Nh6
39. Kd4?! Ng4

No going back now, right or
wrong choice, I have locked
myself into the plan of attacking
his queenside and allowing my
kingside to fall.
40. Kc5 Rh3 This move confused
me a bit as I expected Bb3 to
stop b4 and hit the N on a5
forcing me to stop my king
advancing to b6 having to play
Nb6 or Nc3 slowing my attacking
chances while he picks up h4.
41. Nf2 Nxf2
42. Rxf2 Rxh4
after 39. Kd4 Ng4
43. Kb6 This move is best. Black
is probably best picking up e4 but
if he does White has Nc5 while I pick up b7 and maybe even f6 later while my
rook on f2 holds the 2nd rank and White is completely equal.
43... f5?!

after 43. Kb6 f5

A good idea luring the rook oﬀ
the 2nd to put pressure on my
queenside while allowing him to
push the h-pawn
44. Rxf5 (Not exf5 due to Rxa4)
44... Rxe4
45. Nc5 Re2
46. b4! h4
47. Nxb7
My idea is clear now. Push the apawn and hold Black at bay. Rf3
was probably stronger, but with
both of us under 4 minutes on the
clock knowing every move will
take a lot of energy, I played as
quickly as I could seeing a clear

plan.
47... Bd5?!

With the bishop coming to d5
and not e6, pushing the h-pawn
will have to slow down, while also
giving ideas to White of RxB if
the chance comes up.
48. Rh5 Rh2
49. a4?! A mistake I didn't see
until reviewing the game with
Fritz. It should be a dead draw
now. This move allows Black to
play Kf7 and ultimately harass
White's rook long enough to
make progress on the kingside,
while I have to burn time shuﬄing
after 47. Nxb7 Bd5
the rook.
49... Bf3
50. Rh7 Blocking the king out of the equation, but Rh6 was better as it allows
me to cut oﬀ the bishop's protection of the queening squares later. I missed
this idea but still feel White is better with the rook on the back rank and White
still very active.
50... Kf8
51. Nd6 A cheap idea of hitting the bishop on f3, but the true meaning is to
allow the N to shift to the kingside if needed and/or stop any c-pawn issues
without having to move my king or destroy my pawn structure later.
51... Kg8
52. Rh6 h3 Not Kg7 because of Rxh4 Rxh4 Nf5+ and it's over.
53. a5 Rh1? Both of us low on time, this may be the breaking move. With Rb2,
I am forced to deal with the threat to b4 or trade b4 for h3. This gets Black one
step closer to equality. With rook to h1, my pawn will be faster and my pieces
are more coordinated to stop the h-pawn.
54. a6 c5

Opening up the long diagonal to
cover a1, but with that, the
defense of the h-pawn becomes
extremely diﬃcult.
55. b5! c4
56. Nxc4 Kg7
57. Rh4 Bg2
58. a7! Ra1
59. Na5 Now the pawn on h3 is
lost and White is close to
converting.
59... Kg6
60. Rxh3! With resignation due
to the rook coming to h8 then
after 54. a6 c5
queening, picking up the
bishop.
An excellent game by both players and I was honored to be a part of the
tournament. I was able to scrape by the next few rounds with a win and a draw
to become the newest TN State Champion. I am more than honored and would
like to thank my mother, Barbara Crigger, my father Martin Jennings, my fiancé
Maria Verret and especially my trainer for the better part of 2020, NM Alex
King.
Thank you for the time and the opportunity to send this, I hope you are all well
and can't wait to see the TCN! I've included a few pictures. ******

2020 TN State Championship Report and Analysis
By: Gilbert Chan

This game was played in the U1600 section of the 2020 Tennessee
Championship. Unlike previous 2-3 day editions, this was a one day G/30+5
tournament played online. It was in the third round where we both came in 2-0.
We both thought it was the most entertaining game we played during the
tournament and did an e-mail post-mortem whose comments are in the move
notes.
2020 Tennessee Chess Championship, U1600 section
Round 3, lichess.org, November 21, 2020
White - Norbert Thiemann (N.T., “SchliemannDefense", 1423)
Black - Gilbert Chan (G.C., “jaguar_ninja", 1560)
French Defense: Advance Variation, Milner-Barry Gambit (C02)
1.e4 e6 I always dreaded playing against the French until I learned this basic
system from a video presented by FM Alisa Melekhina. - N.T
2.d4 d5
3.e5 c5
4.c3 Nc6
5.Nf3 Qb6
6.Bd3 cxd4
7.cxd4 Bd7 book stuﬀ so far - G.C.
8.Nbd2 Nxd4 I think I can grab and hold the free pawn, White can't put the
bishop or any pawns on d4. The preferred Nb4 didn’t occur to me. I am willing
to delay castling for a free center pawn - G.C.
9.O-O Bc5 delaying any move of the f rook to e1 while I hope to then get the
knight out and castle before he can Qg4 or otherwise attack the K-side. - G.C.
10.b4 Played in the spirit of oﬀering material with the hope of opening up lines
and creating opportunities to develop with threats wherever possible. - N.T.

10...Nxf3+
11.Nxf3 Qxb4 I would rather
move the Q than take with the
B and get it pinned. - G.C.
12.Rb1 Qa5 I figured at the time
that I can't protect b7 but if I
lose it I'm still up a pawn and
can likely get his a pawn if I can
get my king to safety. I have
never played this line before
and didn’t think of Qa4 - G.C.
Somewhere along my journey
into this opening I learned that
Black has this strong move
after 10. b4
Qa4, and that White should
probably bite the bullet here
and just trade Queens on a4 to play Rxb7, allowing the Queen trade on d1. I
was very happy not to trade Queens! - N.T.
13.Rxb7 Bb6 I played a vote chess game earlier this year as White where Black
took a poisoned pawn on b2 and we trapped it with Bb3 so I had decided to
do that rather than hunt pawns if White played Rxb7. - G.C. Bb6 was very
resourceful of Black! I decided to throw in a thematic counter threat, and felt
intuitively that I might have to sac on d7 or f7, which could at least draw out
Black's King as compensation - N.T.

14.Ng5 I had been expecting Qc2
preventing Bc6 (if Bc8 then Qc6+)
or Bd2 attacking the queen. My
opponent took a long time on this
move and I was mentally thinking
of getting an exchange and pawn
up and forcing some trades to
simplify to a won endgame.
When I was surprised by this
move I saw it as a way to hit f7
on the way out of the trap if I
attacked the rook with the bishop
and didn't think of Nxf7. I thought
I could attack the rook and
After 13. Rxb7 Bb6
protect by bishop with 0-0-0 but
my trapped rook would fall to
Nxf7, so I decide to kick his knight, expecting it to retreat. I wonder if I were
playing OTB if something about my opponent's actions would have tipped me
oﬀ that this was dangerous, and I needed to take more time to reply.
One useful thing about computer analysis is how you get shown moves neither
player thought of, in this case 14. Rxd7, which might have continued …Kxd7
15.Bd2 Qxa2 16.Bb5+ Kd8 17.Ng5 Nh6 18.Nxe6+ fxe6 19.Qc1

Analysis Position after 19. Qc1

White is threatening Bg5#; Black
can sac the queen with 19...Qc4,
try Ke7 which falls to Bxh6 gxh6
Qxh6, or protect the g5 square
with Nf7, after which White mates
in 5 after Qc6 – G.C.
14…h6 If I had any reservations
before, 14. ...h6 helped my
decision to go all in for the sac.
Not only is there going to be a
nasty pin, but the light squares
are going to be extra weak. - N.T.
15.Nxf7 Kxf7 I see both Qh5+
and Rxd7+ as winning for White
now. - G.C.
16.Qh5+ Ke7 I am wondering

whether I can get my rook to f8. - G.C.
17.Bg5+ I asked myself, "Is there a mating net in my immediate future?", and
further thought, "I'm enjoying the powers of these mighty pins." - N.T.
17...hxg5 given the choice of losing a knight by Nf6 and a rook by hxg5, I
choose the worse option. - G.C
18.Qxh8 18.Qxg5+ Is probably more accurate - N.T.
18...Rf8 I see there is Bxf2+ but since f1 is protected by the B, White can take
it and answer Qe1+ with Bf1 - G.C
I looked at Bxf2+ in various positions during the game, and generally felt the
simple Kh1 is probably safe & strong. – N.T.
19.Qxg7+ Rf7 Instead of being up and exchange and pawn as I expected
earlier, I am now down by that amount - G.C.
20.Qxg8

This felt like the biggest decision
that I would make in the entire
tournament. Had I taken the
submissive piece on d7 followed
up with Qxf7+, it would have
radically changed the nature of
the game. Ultimately letting go of
the idea to simplify with a clear
advantage, I believed that my
active pieces would eventually
dominate the Black's King with
attacking play. My worthy
opponent would not make this an
After 20.Qxg8
easy task, as you will come to
see. - N.T.
20...Qb4 I take awhile here
considering taking on f2 (king just hides and now another piece, the R on f1, is
attacking me), Qd2 and Qxa2, but play this in case I can Bxf2+ and grab the
b7 rook at last. - G.C.
21.Qxg5+ Kf8
22.Rb8+ Be8
23.Qh6+ Ke7
24.Rb7+ Kd8
25.Qg5+ Kc8
26.Rxf7 Bxf7 My last hope of counterplay is gone. - G.C.
27.Rc1+ Kb7
28.Qg7 Qe7

After 28.Qg7 Qe7

29.Qg4 29.Bg6 is a possible
resource pointed out by an Expert
friend afterwards, and one that I
totally missed during the game. N.T.
29...Qa3 I don't really expect to
get a piece but finally get a break
from the checks. - G.C.
30.Rd1 During the game I found it
quite interesting that with my
Queen on the 4th rank, combined
with the aligned geometry setup
by the Bishop and Rook on the dfile, meant for a pretty strong
alliance against threats on those

pieces. - N.T.
30...Qxa2
31.Qb4 Qxf2+
32.Kh1 Safe haven! - N.T.
32...Qc5 Can't allow Qe7+ losing another piece so act as if I want to trade
queens ( I don't) hoping my opponent will avoid the trade. - G.C
33.Qa4 It turns out that we were both repulsed by the thought of a Queen
trade. - N.T.
33...Kc7
34.Qa1 Trying to setup a cheapo pin with Rc1, only to be foiled of course. N.T.
34...Kd7
getting the Q and K oﬀ the same file. - G.C.
35.Qa4+ Ke7 It was here that I literally told myself, "the Queen is a long range
piece!" - N.T.
36.Qh4+ Ke8
37.Qh8+ The commentators were wondering whether we might stumble into a
repetition after Kd7 but I oﬀer a queen trade, missing the mate threat – G.C. If
37...Kd7 38.Qg7 Bb5+ and play continues, as I was playing on, stubbornly. N.T

37...Qf8
38.Bb5+ I see that trying to hold
the Q by Qe7 falls to Qh4# or
Qf6# so resign rather than give
up the Q. – G.C. While my
opponent thought I prepared the
possibility of Bb5+, and literally
played it in 2 seconds. This was
my favorite game of the
tournament. We were both below
5 minutes, making my earlier
decision not to simplify one of
more consequence. - N.T.
After 37.Qh8+

Unbeknownst to the players, the
streamers at the Memphis Chess
Club picked up on our game right at the key point and spent a lot of time
commenting on it on Twitch. The full tournament stream is at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qB9hzDtI4wc&t=38s and the commentary
on our game starts at about 2:56:18. The actual game with spectator
comments is at https://lichess.org/TGadAo1L.

Recent Tournament Results

Prize pick-up day at the NCC with
Prithve

Eloise and Georgia

Chess Advocate Latest Edition
By: Dwight Weaver, TN Chess Hall of Fame Committee Member

Chess Players,
Here are links to Chess Advocate Volume 5, Number 2, released recently:
Preview/Download: http://www.memphischess.com/ChessFeb2021.pdf
Back Issues: https://www.chesscentral.com/pages/learn-chess-playbetter/chess-advocate.html
Below: A portion of the bookcase at the Memphis Chess Club, 195 Madison
Avenue.

Top 10 Tennessee Chess Players
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

IM Jake Kleiman 2480
IM Ron Burnett 2396
FM Sean Vibbert 2391
Alex King 2381
FM Todd Andrews 2354
CM Forest Chen 2318
FM Peter Bereolos 2288
Logan Wu 2283
Dean Bruce Lee 2279
Paul Linxwiler 2237

For more US Chess Top 100 Rating Lists, visit www.uschess.org

Tennessee Chess Patrons and
Membership
The TCA wishes to send special thanks to the current Patron and Life
Members. Without their contributions, much of what the TCA accomplishes
would not be possible.
TCA Patron Members:
PAUL SEMMES
SID PICKARD
Life Members:
PAT KNIGHT SMITH
R. K. SHIMABUKURO
We need new Patrons for the 2021 new year! The Tennessee Chess
Association appreciates those who help sponsor the game and oﬀers taxdeductible memberships to Patrons beginning at $100 per year. Membership
for all levels will be for 12 calendar months (including the month membership is
paid). To check your membership expiration, please visit our Current Members
Page. Renew or join for as little as $10 per year.

Click Here to Renew or Become a TCA Member Today!

Tennessee Chess Calendar
March 6, 2021 2021 West TN Scholastic Qualifying Tournament for Regions 3
& 4 @ online at 12:00 PM CST
March 13, 2021 2021 East TN Scholastic Qualifying Tournament for Regions 1
& 2 @ online at 12:00 PM CST
April 10, 2021 2021 Tennessee Scholastic National Representative Tournament
@ online at 12:00 PM CST
April 17, 2021 2021 TN All-Girls State Championship @ online at 1:00 PM CST
May 7-9, 2021 2021 SuperNationals VII @ Opryland Hotel, Nashville
CANCELLED
April 8-10, 2022 2022 National High School Championship @ Memphis Cook
Convention Center, Memphis
Weekly Online Events
Mondays Murfreesboro Monday Team Battles @
https://lichess.org/team/murfreesboro-chess-club at 7:00 PM CST
Fridays NCC Kids Free Friday Series @ the NCC Kids Club on Chesskid at 4:30
PM CST
Fridays Online Shelby County Chess Online @ Online at 7:00 PM CST plus
other weekly events
Have an event to share?
To add your event to this list, please email flyer or pertaining details to
tiﬀany.elliott@comcast.net or regioniii@aol.com.

Upcoming Event Flyers

Bids and Announcements
Are you interested in bidding on one of these upcoming tournaments? We
need tournament organizers! Please send your bid including all proposed event
details and sample budget to the Board of Directors to be considered.
Deadline September 1, 2021- 2022 TN All-Girls State Championship
Deadline September 1, 2021- 2022 TN Senior Open
Deadline September 1, 2021- 2022 TN Winter Open
Deadline September 1, 2021- 2022 TN Home School State Championship
Deadline January 16, 2022 - 2022 TN Open State Chess Championship

The Tennessee Chess Hall of Fame Committee is now accepting nominations
for inductions to take place at the 2021 TN Open State Chess Championship.
If you know of someone who has made a lasting impact in Tennessee Chess
and you would like to nominate them to the Tennessee Chess Hall of Fame,
please send your nomination and supporting information to the members of
the Tennessee Chess Hall of Fame Committee:
Ron Burnett rburn2500@aol.com
Leonard Dickerson lsdick@tds.net
Tiﬀany Elliott tiﬀany.elliott@comcast.net
Alan Kantor carokantor05@yahoo.com
Chris Prosser Regioniii@aol.com
Dwight Weaver southaven@gmail.com

2020-2021 TCA Board of Directors
President: Alan Kantor, carokantor05@yahoo.com
Vice President: Mark Beatty, mrbeatty557@gmail.com
Treasurer: Angela McElrath-Prosser, TCAnews@aol.com
Scholastic Coordinator: Paul Semmes, PaulSemmes@charter.net
Secretary/Membership: Chris Prosser, Regioniii@aol.com
News Coordinator: Tiﬀany Elliott, tiﬀany.elliott@comcast.net
Internet Coordinator: Chris Prosser or Tiﬀany Elliott
Tournament Coordinator: Danny Mullinax, dcmullinax@gmail.com
East Tennessee Director: Christina Mullinax, dcmullinax@gmail.com
Middle Tennessee Director: IM Ron Burnett, rburn2500@aol.com
West Tennessee Director: Michael Robertson, myk.robertson2@gmail.com

The Tennessee Chess News is the oﬃcial publication of the Tennessee Chess
Association. Please share, distribute, and post this TCA publication as desired.
To share your own TN chess news, photos, events, games, etc., please email
Newsletter Coordinator, Tiﬀany Elliott. Special thanks to all our contributors!
Thank you for reading and for supporting the Tennessee Chess Association!
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